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ABSTRACT

Observations of the kilonova from a neutron star merger event GW170817 opened a way to directly

study r-process nucleosynthesis by neutron star mergers. It is, however, challenging to identify the

individual elements in the kilonova spectra due to lack of complete atomic data, in particular, at

near-infrared wavelengths. In this paper, we demonstrate that spectra of chemically peculiar stars

with enhanced heavy element abundances can provide us with an excellent astrophysical laboratory

for kilonova spectra. We show that the photosphere of a late B-type chemically peculiar star HR 465

has similar lanthanide abundances and ionization degrees with those in the line forming region in a

kilonova at ∼ 2.5 days after the merger. The near-infrared spectrum of HR 465 taken with Subaru/IRD

indicates that Ce III lines give the strongest absorption features around 16,000 Å and there are no

other comparably strong transitions around these lines. The Ce III lines nicely match with the broad

absorption features at 14,500 Å observed in GW170817 with a blueshift of v = 0.1c, which supports

recent identification of this feature as Ce III by Domoto et al. (2022).

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-messenger observations of a neutron star merger

GW170817 opened a new pathway to study the as-

trophysical sites of r-process nucleosynthesis. Follow-

ing the detection of gravitational waves, an electromag-

netic counterpart was identified in ultraviolet, optical,

and infrared wavelengths (AT 2017gfo, Abbott et al.

2017). The properties of AT 2017gfo are consistent with

those of a kilonova (e.g., Li & Paczyński 1998; Metzger

et al. 2010), a thermal emission powered by decays of

r-process nuclei, which gives evidence that the neutron

star merger is a site of r-process nucleosynthesis (e.g.,

Kasen et al. 2017; Perego et al. 2017; Tanaka et al. 2017;

Rosswog et al. 2018; Kawaguchi et al. 2018).

To extract detailed information of r-process nucle-

osynthesis, such as the amounts of individual elements

and their spatial distribution, it is necessary to identify

elements in the spectra as done for stellar spectra. In

fact, a series of optical and near-infrared (NIR) spectra

have been taken for AT 2017gfo (e.g., Chornock et al.

2017; Pian et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017). However, it

is challenging to decode the spectra due to high Doppler

shifts of the spectral lines, presence of many heavy ele-

ments, and lack of complete and accurate atomic data,

in particular, in the NIR wavelengths.
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Watson et al. (2019) proposed that the observed ab-

sorption features around 9,000 Å are caused by Sr II

lines. This identification was further confirmed by Do-

moto et al. (2021) with full radiative transfer simula-

tions. Also, Gillanders et al. (2022) quantified the Sr

abundance by atmospheric modeling. The same feature

may also be caused by a He I line (Perego et al. 2022), al-

though the strength of the He I line depends on non local

thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) effects (Tarumi

et al. 2023).

Recently, Domoto et al. (2022) systematically stud-

ied the spectral features of kilonovae in the NIR wave-

lengths. They identified several elements producing

strong transitions in kilonovae, such as Ca, Sr, Y, Zr,

Ba, La, and Ce. Then, they constructed a hybrid linelist

by combining theoretical linelist based on atomic mod-

els of Tanaka et al. (2020) and accurate linelist for the

important ions based on spectroscopic experiments. By

performing radiative transfer simulations with the hy-

brid linelist, they showed that the broad NIR features

around 13,000 Å and 14,500 Å in AT 2017gfo are repro-

duced by La III and Ce III lines, respectively.

There are, however, still no complete and accurate

atomic data at NIR wavelengths, which cover all the

heavy elements synthesized in the neutron star mergers.

Therefore, there might be unknown transitions of other

elements that contribute to the NIR absorption features

of kilonova spectra.

In this paper, we demonstrate that atmosphere of

chemically peculiar stars provides an excellent labora-

tory to decode kilonova spectra. Chemically peculiar

stars are known to exhibit abnormal elemental abun-

dance patterns. Some chemically peculiar stars show

extremely enhanced metal abundances (hereafter we call

stars with enhanced metal abundances as chemically pe-

culiar stars), which are likely to be caused by atomic dif-

fusion (Michaud 1970). Thus, the atmosphere of such

stars can mimic the elemental abundances in kilono-

vae dominated by heavy elements. In Section 2, we

show similarities in the atmospheres of chemically pe-

culiar stars and kilonovae by analyzing the properties of

a late B-type chemically peculiar star HR 465 (= HD

9996, e.g., Preston & Wolff 1970; Aller 1972; Cowley &

Greenberg 1987). In Section 3, we show the NIR spec-

trum of HR 465 and measurements of strong absorption

lines. Then, we discuss implications to kilonova spectra

in Section 4. Finally we give concluding remarks in Sec-

tion 5. All the wavelengths given in this paper are those

in air.

2. CHEMICALLY PECULIAR STAR AS A

LABORATORY OF KILONOVA SPECTRUM
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Figure 1. Top: Abundances in kilonova ejecta at t = 2.5
days (blue, Domoto et al. 2021, 2022) compared with those
of a chemically peculiar star HR 465 (red, Nielsen et al. 2020)
and solar abundances (black). Bottom: Average ionization
degrees in the photosphere of kilonovae (black, blue, and gray
lines) and HR 465 (red) calculated under the assumption of
LTE.

2.1. Abundances

Abundances in the ejected material from neutron star

mergers (hereafter kilonova ejecta) are dominated by

elements heavier than Fe. The top panel of Figure 1

shows an abundance distribution adopted in the radia-

tive transfer simulations by Domoto et al. (2021) and

Domoto et al. (2022) as a representative case of kilonova
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Figure 2. (Left) Average ionization degree of Ce as a function of temperature and density for the abundances of kilonovae (blue
points in the top panel of Figure 1). (Right) The same for the abundances of HR 465 (red points in the top panel of Figure 1).
The fiducial parameters for the kilonova ejecta and the photosphere of HR 465 are marked with star symbols. The boundary
between doubly (III) and triply (IV) ionized region is different between two cases. This is because of the H-rich abundances in
HR 465: the free electrons are mainly provided by ionized H at a high temperature.

ejecta (their “light” model assuming a solar r-process-

like pattern with an enhanced light component; see also

Wanajo 2018). This particular example is a case that is

consistent with the abundances of metal-poor stars with

a weak r-process signature such as HD 122563 (Honda

et al. 2006).

Chemically peculiar stars often show enhanced abun-

dances of elements heavier than Fe (e.g., Ghazaryan

et al. 2018). In particular, Ap and Bp type stars

show the abundances of lanthanides (atomic number

Z = 57−71) enhanced by more than two orders of mag-

nitude, which can match the high heavy element abun-

dances in kilonovae. The red points in Figure 1 (top

panel) show the elemental abundances of HR 465 (B9p,

Nielsen et al. 2020). HR 465 is an intensively studied
chemically peculiar star (e.g., Preston & Wolff 1970;

Aller 1972; Cowley & Greenberg 1987) with a metallic-

ity of [Fe/H] ≃ +1.0 (Nielsen et al. 2020). As clearly

shown in Figure 1 (top panel), the abundances of heavy

elements in HR 465 are greatly enhanced as compared

with the solar abundance pattern (black, Asplund et al.

2009) 1.

1 The abundances of HR 465 are known to evolve with a photomet-
ric/magnetic phase (Rice 1988) with a period of 21.5 yr (Pyper
& Adelman 2017). The abundances of the rare-earth elements
become maximum at ϕ ≃ 0 and minimum at ϕ ≃ 0.5. Our IRD
observations (Section 3) are performed at ϕ = 0.77. We show
the abundances in Figure 1 by taking average of the abundances
derived from the lines of different ionization degrees (if any) at
different phases (ϕ = 0.45, 0.68, and 0.85 Nielsen et al. 2020).
The variation is up to about one order of magnitude, and the
global trend discussed in this paper is not affected.

In particular, the abundances of lanthanides (Z =

57 − 71) in HR 465 are enhanced by about 3 orders

of magnitude, and their mass fractions are remarkably

similar to those in the kilonova ejecta. Lanthanides are

known to produce strong lines at NIR wavelengths due

to their low-lying, dense energy levels (Kasen et al. 2013;

Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Fontes et al. 2020). Thus,

thanks to the similarity in the abundances, NIR spectra

of such chemically peculiar stars can provide the candi-

dates for strong absorption lines of lanthanides in kilo-

nova NIR spectra.

2.2. Ionization degrees

Some chemically peculiar stars also have similar ion-
ization degrees with those in kilonova ejecta in a few

days after the merger. The bottom panel of Figure 1

compares ionization degrees of kilonova and those of HR

465. The lines show average ionization degrees (neutral

is denoted as 1, single ionization is denoted as 2, and so

on) in the line forming region in a kilonova calculated

under the assumption of LTE. The fiducial case (blue

line) is calculated by assuming the abundance distribu-

tion as in the top panel, with a temperature of T = 5000

K and a matter density of ρ = 3× 10−15 g cm−3. These

parameters are chosen based on the properties of the

line forming region in the NIR wavelength (v = 0.1c) at

t = 2.5 days after the merger in the radiative transfer

simulations (see Figure 6 of Domoto et al. 2022). Typi-

cally, heavy elements are singly or doubly ionized under

these conditions, and most of lanthanides are doubly

ionized.
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Figure 3. Normalized NIR spectrum of HR 465 (top) and that around 8 strongest transitions of heavy elements (bottom).
In the top panel, the strongest 50 lines are indicated. The lines of Sr II, Ce III, and Eu II are shown in red, blue, and green,
respectively. The lines of the elements lighter than Fe are shown in gray. The lines shown in black are not matched with the
linelists (unID). The gray shaded regions show the wavelength range with strong atmospheric absorption.

The temperature assumed here is somewhat higher

than those derived by blackbody fitting to the observed

kilonova spectra (T ∼ 4000 K e.g., Watson et al. 2019

and Sneppen et al. 2023). The difference stems from

the fact that the line forming region in the NIR lines is

located at an inner layer (v ∼ 0.1c rather than the “pho-

tospheric” velocity of v ∼ 0.25c) due to the lower opaci-

ties in the NIR wavelengths (Tanaka et al. 2020). To see

the dependence of the ionization to the temperature, we

also show the ionization degrees at T = 6000 K (black

line in the bottom panel of Figure 1) and T = 4000 K

(gray line). Also, the left panel of Figure 2 shows the

average ionization of Ce for a wide range of temperature

and density. Under the LTE, ionization degrees in kilo-

nova ejecta depend on the temperature rather strongly

around T = 5000 K. For example, the latter half of lan-

thanides become singly ionized at T = 4000 K (gray line

in the bottom panel of Figure 1). Note that, as we ne-

glect ionization by non-thermal electrons produced by

beta decay of radioactive nuclei, the ionization degrees

tend to be underestimated (see also Section 5).
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Figure 4. Equivalent width of the 50 strongest lines in the NIR spectrum of HR 465. The lines of elements heavier than Fe,
which are abundant in kilonova ejecta, are shown in red (Ce), blue (Sr), and green (Eu), while the lines of lighter elements are
shown in gray. The unID lines that can also potentially appear in kilonova spectra are shown in black.

The dominance of doubly ionized lanthanides is also

seen in late B-type or early A-type dwarf stars with an

effective temperature of Teff ∼ 10, 000 K. The red points

in the bottom panel of Figure 1 shows average ionization

degrees at the photosphere of HR 465: T = 11, 000 K

and ρ = 7× 10−10 g cm−3. These parameters are taken

based on the ATLAS9 atmospheric model (Castelli &

Kurucz 2003) with the stellar parameters of HR 465 (log

g = 4.0 and Teff = 11, 000 K), microturbulence velocity

of 2 km s−1, and metallicity of [M/H] = 0.5, which is the

most metal rich model available2. For the calculation of

ionization, we only include the elements with measured

abundances. But this does not affect the ionization de-

grees because most of free electrons are provided by H

and Fe.

Although the photosphere of HR 465 has a higher tem-

perature than that of kilonovae, ionization degrees are

similar to those in kilonovae. This behavior is high-

lighted in Figure 2. For a given temperature, the ioniza-

tion degrees decrease for a higher density. Thus, the

higher matter density and higher temperature in the

stellar photosphere result in a similar ionization degree

with that in kilonovae. Around the parameter space of

2 https://wwwuser.oats.inaf.it/castelli/grids.html

HR 465, the ionization degrees are not very sensitive

to the temperature: doubly ionized lanthanides are still

dominant even with T = 11,000 ± 1000 K.

In summary, the photosphere of late B-type or early

A-type dwarf stars show similar ionization degrees with

those of the line forming region of kilonovae at early

phase. The photosphere of chemically peculiar stars has

a higher temperature than that in kilonovae, and thus,

for a given ion, more lines can become active in the

photosphere of chemically peculiar stars. Therefore, the

spectra of these stars can provide the complete and accu-

rate linelist for strong transitions of the elements with a

similar abundance to kilonovae (i.e., lanthanides for the

case of HR 465).

3. NIR SPECTRUM OF HR 465

We obtained the NIR high-resolution spectrum of

HR 465 using the Subaru Telescope InfraRed Doppler

instrument (IRD; Tamura et al. 2012, Kotani et al. 2018)

on 2020 July 25 (UT) with an exposure time of 300 sec.

The spectrum covers the wavelength range from 9,300 to

17,600 Å with a spectral resolution of R ∼ 70000. The

signal-to-noise ratios of the data range from 150 to 230

per pixel in the one-dimensional spectra depending on

the position of the blaze profiles of the echelle spectra.

This quality is sufficient for the purpose of the present

https://wwwuser.oats.inaf.it/castelli/grids.html
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Figure 5. (Top) The normalized spectrum of HR 465, blueshifted with v = 0.1c. (Bottom) Spectra of AT 2017gfo taken
with Very Large Telescope (thin lines, Pian et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017) and Hubble Space Telescope (thick line, Tanvir
et al. 2017). The vertical lines mark the EWs of strong transitions in HR 465, blueshifted with v = 0.1c. The gray shaded
region shows the wavelength range between the atmospheric windows for HR 465 (also blueshifted), where information of strong
transitions are not available. The colors of EWs are given according to the line identification: Sr II (blue), Ce III (red), Eu II
(green), unID (black), and elements lighter than Fe (gray).

study. To our knowledge, this is the first high-resolution

spectrum of HR 465 covering the wide NIR wavelength

range. The details of the observations and data reduc-

tion are reported by Aoki et al. (2022). The telluric

absorption lines are correlated by the spectrum of the

bright extremely metal-poor star BD+44◦493, in which

few absorption lines are found in this wavelength range

(Aoki et al. 2022).

The top panel of Figure 3 shows the entire spectrum of

HR 465 (see Figure 6 for the extended view). The spec-

trum is normalized by the continuum fitting for the ease

of line identification. Furthermore, the broad hydrogen

absorption features are fitted and the spectrum around

those features is flattened. After masking the wave-

length ranges with strong atmospheric absorption, i.e.,

ranges between Y , J , and H bands, as well as artifacts

in the telluric correction (gray shaded regions without

line identification in Figure 6), we detect strong absorp-

tion lines. Then, the detected lines are matched with the

VALD linelist (Kupka et al. 1999) and the NIR linelist

by Domoto et al. (2022). There are some lines with

which no known transition is matched, in particular, at

shorter wavelengths where more absorption lines exist.

We keep these lines as “unID” as they may be caused

by heavy elements. Then, we measure the equivalent

widths (EWs) of the strong lines by assuming Gaussian

profile.

Figure 4 shows the EWs for 50 strongest transitions.

It is clearly seen that, excluding elements lighter than

Fe, the strongest absorptions in the NIR spectrum of

HR 465 are dominated by the lines of Ce III and Sr II.

The bottom panels of Figure 3 show the spectra around
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the six strongest transitions of Ce III and two strongest

transitions of Sr II.

4. IMPLICATIONS TO KILONOVA SPECTRA

We apply the knowledge from HR 465 to the kilo-

nova spectra. In Figure 5, we show the spectrum of

HR 465 (top panel) and the EWs of 50 strongest transi-

tions (bottom panel) compared with the spectra of AT

2017gfo (Pian et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017; Tanvir

et al. 2017). To account for the expansion velocity of

the ejecta, the lines are blueshifted with a velocity of

v = 0.1c. This is a typical velocity of line forming re-

gion in the NIR wavelengths at t = 2.5 days in the model

of Domoto et al. (2022).

The absorption features of AT 2017gfo around 14,500

Å nicely match with the four strong lines of Ce III (Ce

III λ15956.8 Å, λ15847.5 Å, λ16128.8 Å, and λ15960.6

Å) with a blueshift of v = 0.1c (red lines). Importantly,

there are no other elements that cause as strong contri-

butions as Ce III to this feature. These facts support

the element identification by Domoto et al. (2022).

The fact that the temperature of HR 465 is higher

than in kilonovae makes our findings more indicative.

Due to the higher temperature, the excited states of ions

are more populated in HR 465, and transitions from a

higher excitation energy can become active, which tends

to give more candidate ions/transitions when compared

with kilonovae. However, the lines corresponding to the

14,500 Å feature are still dominated by the Ce III lines,

and this further supports our identification of the Ce

III lines. Note that the excitation energy of the four

strongest transitions of Ce III are E = 0.0 eV (ground

state), 0.19 eV, 0.39 eV, and 0.81 eV for the Ce III

λ15956.8 Å, λ15847.5 Å, λ16128.8 Å, and λ15960.6 Å

lines, respectively. Thus, the lower states of these tran-
sitions are well populated even at the temperature of

kilonova ejecta (T ∼ 5000 K).

It is worth noting that HR 465 also shows the strong

Ce III λ12757.0 Å line, which is a transition from the

ground state. Since this line is as strong as those around

16000 Å and relatively isolated, it may also contribute

to the kilonova spectra. Interestingly, there is a hint of

a weak trough around 11500 Å in the HST spectrum of

AT 2017gfo (Tanvir et al. 2017). If this tentative iden-

tification is tested by high-quality, time-series spectra

of kilonovae detected in the future, it strengthens the

identification of the Ce III lines in the NIR wavelength

range.

Also, the absorption features around 9,000 Å match

with the Sr II lines. Note that the velocity of the line

forming region depends on the wavelengths due to the

wavelength dependence of the opacity: the line forming

region is located at higher velocities in optical wave-

lengths due to the higher optical opacity. A velocity of

v ∼ 0.2c is more consistent with the observed feature

in AT 2017gfo as also demonstrated by Watson et al.

(2019). As the Sr abundances are quite different be-

tween HR 465 and kilonovae (top panel of Figure 1)

and the lower levels of these Sr II lines have a relatively

high excitation energy (E = 1.8 eV), the relative line

strengths in HR 465 do not necessarily represent the

relative line strengths in kilonovae.

The broad feature at 13,000 Å in the kilonova was

identified as La III by Domoto et al. (2022). However,

we could not test this identification with HR 465 because

these lines are located in the wavelength range between

the atmospheric windows in the rest wavelengths. To

test this identification with stellar spectra, it is necessary

to take high-resolution spectra between J and H bands.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We demonstrate that spectra of chemically peculiar

stars offer an excellent astrophysical laboratory to de-

code the kilonova spectra. Thanks to the enhanced

trans-iron abundances and similar ionization degrees,

the absorption features in chemically peculiar stars can

provide the candidates of strong transitions in kilonova

spectra. This is particularly true for lanthanides: their

abundances in chemically peculiar stars can be remark-

ably similar to those in kilonovae. By using the NIR

spectrum of HR 465, we show that (1) the Ce III lines

give the dominant contributions to the kilonova feature

around 14,500 Å at early phase, and (2) there are no

other comparably strong transitions in this wavelength

range even including unID lines. These facts support

the Ce III identification by Domoto et al. (2022).

It should be noted that our analysis assumes LTE for

ionization and excitation. In a kilonova, non-thermal

ionization can be important in particular at later phases

due to the presence of fast electrons from radioactive de-

cays. Under such conditions, lanthanides are expected

to stay at singly ionized or doubly ionized states (Ho-

tokezaka et al. 2021; Pognan et al. 2022). This may

explain the presence of the broad absorption feature

around 14,500 Å even at later phases: the ionization

degrees do not significantly evolve with time, and the

same Ce III lines can keep contributing to the spec-

tra. To test this possibility, detailed calculations are

required by taking non-thermal ionization into account.

Also, both kilonovae and stellar atmospheres have den-

sity and temperature gradients. In particular, the den-

sity structure is shallower in a kilonova, and different

regions may contribute to the spectrum. Thus, analy-

sis with more realistic density structures is necessary to
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fully confirm the similarity between kilonovae and stellar

atmospheres.

Another caveat is that the abundance ratios of HR 465

are not identical to those in the kilonova ejecta. While

the lanthanide fractions are quite similar as shown in

Figure 1 (top panel), the elements with Z = 30− 50 are

less abundant in HR 465. Strong NIR transitions are ex-

pected to be dominated by lanthanides (and actinides)

due to their low-lying, dense energy levels (Domoto et al.

2022). Thus, we consider that it is less likely that many

lighter elements can contribute to the strong NIR tran-

sitions. Nevertheless, it is worth investigating the NIR

transitions for various elements in actual stars by ob-

taining high-resolution NIR spectra for more chemically

peculiar stars with different abundance enhancements as

well as different stellar types (temperature and density).

Such data will provide us with clues to decode kilonova

spectra with different abundances at various epochs.
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APPENDIX

Figure 6 is an enlarged view of the entire NIR spectrum of HR 465 taken with Subaru/IRD. Gray shaded regions

without line identification show the wavelength range with strong telluric absorption and artifacts in the telluric

correction.
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Figure 6. Normalized NIR spectrum of HR 465.
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